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										A New Way 

										To Bid

										The new ADESA Clear experience is live! Bidding available every day. Sales start and end at 3PM ET on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 

										
												Log In
												Register
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					The new ADESA Clear experience is live, create your new account to start bidding!

ADESA Clear is our new timed auction experience for wholesale buyers, where every starting bid equals the reserve price. Plus, enjoy blazing fast page loads, streamlined search, one-click bidding and a totally redesigned mobile app in the new experience. 

We currently offer vehicles in Alabama, Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and Washington, D.C. ADESA Clear New Jersey sales launch April 12, 2024. 

					
												Create My Account
												Learn More About ADESA Clear 
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											ADESA Live Auctions

						ADESA Live Auctions are a great way to acquire new inventory. Attend your local live sale or join by Simulcast, and don’t forget that you can always stop by take a look at our vehicles in-person at any ADESA location.

					
												Auction Locations
												Daily Simulcast Schedule
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										Do business with leading consignors
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												The New ADESA Clear Experience is Live!

						Register now to purchase ADESA Clear inventory, available every day on our new, simpler than ever auction experience.

						Register
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												We're Hiring!

						Join our team of detailers, mechanics, body technicians and more at Vehicle Logistics Centers across the country.

						Apply Today
												
	
					

								
					
											

				
	
			

		
	
	

				
		
				
			
				
					
												Get Peace of Mind When You Buy

						Broaden your inventory search and return eligible vehicles with ADESA Assurance’s 21-day return guarantee. We provide reimbursement of both the purchase price and the buy fee. 

						Learn More
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			Register now to start buying and selling vehicles at our auctions
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